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The molecular quantum-dot cellular automata (QCA) approach is a new computing paradigm in which binary information is encoded by the charge configuration of redox-active molecules. QCA computing can be achieved by arranging these molecules (individual cells) on a substrate and exploiting intermolecular Coulombic coupling. Importantly, no current flow between molecules is required. The simplest molecular QCA cell is a symmetric mixed-valence complex in which the binary states are represented by the location of a mobile electron at one metal center or the other. It has been shown, however, that four-metal molecular QCAs cell are more advantageous because such molecules would be more versatile building blocks for constructing logic units than two-metal cells. Consequently, some attempts to design ‘square’ molecules with two stable charge configurations suitable for representing binary information have been performed.

We have ourselves theoretically examined a series of real or hypothetical “four-dot” and “two-dot” organometallic compounds to address important questions for QCA. Some recent results will be discussed.
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